Governor Scott Walker signed Wisconsin Act 131 in January 2016.

Authorized bright or fluorescent pink as an alternative color to blaze or fluorescent orange as the required color of 50 percent of hunting outerwear above the waist, including head cover, during gun-deer season.

- **Exception:** Waterfowl hunters & those hunting small game during hours of darkness do not have to wear the required pink or orange.

No national-recognized study done on bright or fluorescent pink.

We will accept a product that is sold as fluorescent pink. Fluorescent Pink is not on the nanometer light scale.

**Pantone 806C** represents a good standard for fluorescent pink.

We are encouraging companies (if they have concerns) to send in a copy of their pink fabric for approval. SEND TO:

- Hunter Education Administrator - Jon King
- 101 S. Webster Street
- Madison, WI 53707

You may mix bright pink and blaze orange. Law is 50 % of either or both.

You may wear camouflage pink, same as camouflage orange, as long at least 50% of the outer clothing above the waist is pink or orange.